
T E L E V I S I Ó N  N A C I O N A L  D E  C H I L E  



PROGRAMS 
SCRIPTED 



WEIRD BUGS 

SYNOPSIS 
 
Vero is a Chilean entomologist, living in Buenos Aires with her 
two daughters and husband. She suspended her profession for 
years to raise her daughters and support her husband’s career 
as a sportswriter in Argentina. Finally, it is now her turn to 
develop professionally. She won a research grant and the 
family has to move to the city of Valdivia, in southern Chile. 
Gus, Vero’s husband, quits his job to take care of his 
daughters. 
 
Changing Father/ Mother roles will stress the relationships of 
this family. But at the same time it will be a great opportunity 
to meet each other again. 

FAMILY  ENTERTAINMENT SERIES 

TRAILER 

2016 
SERIES_12 X 50” HD   



Sinopsys 
 
Dramedy about three couples, very different from each other,   
not connected in any way.  
Each of the couples meet at the end of  everyday in their 
rooms, conversations reveal the intimacy of the bedroom. 
Through realistic, everyday humor, "Finally alone" will show us 
what the couples talk about, what topics they discuss, what 
they laugh about or how the routines differ between the 40 
somethings, the 30 somethings and twenty somethings. All of 
them have love in abundance , but know that relationships are 
much more than that . 

DRAMEDY SERIES 

FINALLY ALONE 

TRAILER 

2016 
SERIES_24 X 60” HD   

https://www.dropbox.com/s/q0sdv38ok02pavt/POR-FIN-SOLOS_SUBT_ING.mov?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/q0sdv38ok02pavt/POR-FIN-SOLOS_SUBT_ING.mov?dl=0


Sinopsys 
 
Carlos Valdivia is an important executive of a prestigious  
investment firm in Chile’s Manhattan. His ambition and pride 
lead him to make a very risky financial operation that ends in a 
catastrophic loss for the company in which he works.  
Rafael, the owner of the company and who has been almost a 
father to Carlos, feels betrayed and dismisses him. Although he 
did not act alone, it is Carlos who ends up paying with 3 months 
in jail. Rosario, owner’s daughter and secret lover of Carlos, gave 
the software keys that facilitated the embezzlement. 
After leaving prison and in financial ruin, Carlos is forced to 
return to his childhood home, the humble house of his father, a 
teacher and widower, in the neighborhood of San Miguel. The 
only job that he could get was as a substitute teacher in a school 
with pupils  at social risk. 
A story that offers second chances in life. 
 

DRAMA SERIES 

THE SUBSTITUTE 

TRAILER 

2012 - 2014 
SERIES _24 X 60” HD   



Based on a true story "Lost in the Night" explores the personal 
story of Daniel Zamudio, a young homosexual, and his 
homophobic murderers.  
The story starts on the night of March 2, in the Parque San 
Borja, intertwining scenes of the prosecutor’s interrogation of 
the four defendants. The series is a dramatic story of their 
lives and that of Daniel. 
The narrative delves into the lives of these young people, their 
families and their immediate surroundings, revealing their 
dreams on one hand, and the dearth of emotional and 
economic development on the other hand. Each of the 
protagonists tells of frustrated projects and failed attempts at 
breaking destinies. Paths cross, and the story unfolds of a 
pointless  death and of a brutal crime. 
All the names used in the miniseries are fictitious except that 
of the victim, Daniel Zamudio 

DRAMA SERIES 

ZAMUDIO 

TRAILER 

2015 
SERIES_4 X 60” HD   

https://www.dropbox.com/s/4bcpp9v7sflcd2q/ZAMUDIO_SUBT_ING.mov?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/4bcpp9v7sflcd2q/ZAMUDIO_SUBT_ING.mov?dl=0


Sinopsys 
 
Juana Bravo is a single mother who, after participating in an 
assault, is forced to flee the capital with her son Diego. The 
safest place is her home town of San Fermin, where she 
reunites with her father, the town mayor, after fifteen years 
without contact. 
Soon she discovers that San Fermin has become a "backyard" 
of the capital city, Santiago, and has been blighted by a large 
landfill that nobody wants in their neighborhood. 
Juana uncovers a case of political corruption involving her 
father and corporate donors. This will lead her to become 
Juana The Brave, standing up against the injustices suffered by 
San Fermin. Making enormous personal and family sacrifices, 
Juana is able to mobilize the people and draw attention to the 
political corruption before them, although her own naivety 
and personal ghosts that play against her again and again. 

DRAMA SERIES 

JUANA BRAVE 

TRAILER 

2015 
SERIES_12 X 60” HD   



Sinopsys 
 
Archives of the Cardinal is a fictional series, based on a true 
story of the Vicar of Solidarity during Chile’s military rule. Set 
in the years of the Pinochet dictatorship, the series tells the 
story of a lawyer, Ramon Sarmiento, member of an upper-
class family whose farms had been expropriated as part of the 
land reform under the  previous Marxist government Inquiring 
about the emergence of bones on a nearby farm, Sarmiento 
meets Laura Pedregal, who works in the Vicar of Solidarity 
with her father, giving support to the victims of the 
dictatorship.  
Together they begin to investigate the stories of those 
persecuted by the security agents of the National Intelligence 
Agency. 

DRAMA SERIES 

ARCHIVES OF THE 

TRAILER 

CARDINAL 

2011 – 2014 
SERIES_24 X 60” HD   

https://www.dropbox.com/s/tou2n8mi5xowmoh/LOS-ARCHIVOS-DEL-CARDENAL_SUBT_ING.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/tou2n8mi5xowmoh/LOS-ARCHIVOS-DEL-CARDENAL_SUBT_ING.mp4?dl=0


Sinopsys 
 
Nacho is a boy of 15 who lives in northern Chile, in the village of 
Los Loros, with his astronomer parents.  
They want their child to continue his studies in the capital city, 
and decide to send him to live with his aunt and uncle and his 
female cousin Coté, who is the same age and with whom, 
Nacho fantasizes about having an affair. 
His first day at the school will be rough; he does not know 
anyone, but soon befriends Vicuña, who becomes his best 
friend. With Vicuña, he will live new adventures and situations, 
and get into some trouble.  
His life becomes a series of "firsts": the first day, his first party, 
his first love, first kiss, his first club, his first drunkenness, his 
first expulsion, etc. 
From a rural school to the big city; from starry skies and 
absolute solitude from north to the smog and bustle of the 
capital, Nacho try to adapt and stop being "the new boy".  
  

TEEN COMEDY 

THE NEW BOY 

TRAILER 

2013 
SERIES_13 X 30” HD   



Sinopsys 
 
Fictionalized series based on real cases that narrate the first 
time that one or both members of the couple began their 
sexual life or lives. 
 
The comedy and drama are reflected in their stories are close 
to our own hearts and experiences. 

DRAMEDY SERIES 

MY FIRST TIME 

TRAILER 

2007 - 2008 
SERIES_15 X 50” HD   



Sinopsys 
 
Fiction series, based on radio stories. 
Emblematic Chilean songs that inspire stories are wrapped in 
with the tales that Rumpy, the best known radio host in Chile, 
heard on the street. Songs: 
 
•El Juego Verdadero 
Tiro de Gracia  
Amor Violento 
Los Tres 
•Mentira 
Buddy Richard 

COMEDY SERIES 

THE SONG OF YOUR LIFE 

TRAILER 

SERIES_ 8 X 60” HD   



Sinopsis 
 
 
After suffering a fatal accident, Gaspar Muñoz, a womanizing 
businessman, is presented with a second chance to change his 
life and learn to love. God gives him three months to convert 
into a paragon of virtue, or his soul will be lost to the fires of 
Hell and eternal damnation! 
  
The path before Gaspar is not easy: he is an emotional 
illiterate and totally superficial. He has never truly loved and 
all the candidates he considers are far from adequate! 

SUPER SERIE 

A DEVIL WITH A  

TRAILER 

2016 
SERIES_70 X 27” HD   

GUARDIAN ÁNGEL 



        FORMATS 
SCRIPTED 



HONEYMOON 

Sinopsys 
 
After 30 years together, Isabel and Arthur love each other and 
get along very well. Their eldest son is studying in the capital 
city; their middle daughter has just married  and the youngest 
daughter lives and studies in Valdivia. For the first time since 
they are a couple, they live alone. They are happy, still young 
and free at last. To start this new stage, they plan a trip to 
Paris, a new dreamlike honey moon. 
 
But the lives of those they love take an unexpected turn. A 
storm hovers over their heads, and however hard they try to 
escape, it covers them completely! The children begin to 
return home, including the parents of the daughter’s husband 
and the best friend who just broke with his wife and has 
nowhere to stay! 
The coveted empty nest for Isabel and Arthur is getting 
crowded. 

DRAMEDY 

TRAILER 

FORMAT_ 12 X 50”  



TOWER 5 

A murderer coming to the end of his 20-year sentence and a 
first-time offender, convicted for selling pirated CDs, cross 
paths accidentally in the crowded gallery of San Miguel Jail. 
 
Alerted to a fight between rival gangs, that will occur in the 
dawn, they decide to hunker down together and spend all 
night, ready to survive another day in the wild prison. They do 
not suspect that a fierce fire will soon take their lives and 
those of 78 other inmates. 

DRAMA 

TRAILER 

FORMAT _ 4 X 50”  



TRAILER 

THE CLAN CABRERA 

A series of realistic fiction tells the story of Hector Cabrera, the 
son of a notorious national drug dealer. Hector ran away from 
home at age 16 and has managed to create his own life far 
away from the influence of his family. He has a respectable 
job, a wife, and a teenage daughter who does not want to 
jeopardize. 
However, the past comes back to look for him, when the 
death of his father and threats to the lives of his mother and 
brothers force him to reconnect with a world that he once 
swore to leave.  
With rival gangs stalking them and investigated by 
prosecutors, members of the Cabrera Clan ask Hector to take 
the reins of the family business. 
The protagonist will be further trapped when the drug czar, 
Roberto Hinojosa, head of the Drug Investigation Unit, puts 
him in an impossible dilemma: "Narco or Informant". 
Whatever path he chooses, he knows that there will be no 
turning back 

DRAMA 

FORMATO _ 8 X 50”  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/pqm0cda44r0ytdq/CLAN-CABRERA_SUBT_iNG.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/pqm0cda44r0ytdq/CLAN-CABRERA_SUBT_iNG.mp4?dl=0


CRISIS 

The fictional tale of a frustrated assault on a pharmacy and the 
hostage-taking that follows. The series shows the political, 
media and social consequences of the event.  
 
Through media coverage, the different branches of power will 
be unveiled before the nation.  

SUSPENSE - DRAMA 

TRAILER 

FORMAT_ 12 X 60”  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/81qnqku5mrdsk3k/CRISIS_SUBT_ING.mov?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/81qnqku5mrdsk3k/CRISIS_SUBT_ING.mov?dl=0


“The Future Institute", led by Dr. Mishima is a school for gifted 
children, in which they seek to create the minds of the XXII 
century through genetic experimentation. 
 
Dr Mishima’s students are at risk because a rival laboratory of 
genetic research needs their genomes for the development of 
new drugs and creating new children. 
 

SCIENCIE FICTION 

GEN MISHIMA 

TRAILER 

FORMAT _ 8 X 50”  
AVAILABLE IN SD  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/pbiquei30t9kmdt/GEN-MISHIMA_SUBT-ING.mov?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/pbiquei30t9kmdt/GEN-MISHIMA_SUBT-ING.mov?dl=0


FORMATS 
ENTERTAINMENT 



STREET 7 

Daily challenges and elimination, a show aimed at younger audiences.  
 
Members of two mixed teams go through a series of entertaining but 
challenging physical games, all trying to avoid being expelled.  
 
At the end of each week, nominees from each group clash in a duel to 
determine who exits the program.  
 
One participant who reaches the end of the cycle and overcomes his or 
her final opponent, then wins the grand prize.  
 
During the course of the show, the audience gets to know a part of the 
lives, romances and conflicts between players from each team. 
 
The format has been produced in Panama, Ecuador, Bolivia, Peru, 
Paraguay , Honduras, Uruguay, El Salvador and Chile 
 

GAME SHOW 

TRAILER 

ECUADOR 2012 -2016   -921 CHAPTERS-  12 SEASONS 
BOLIVIA  2014 – 2016 -575 CHAPTERS- 8 SEASONS 
PANAMÁ 2014 – 2016 – 486 CHAPTERS –  7 SEASONS 
HONDURAS 2013 – 2016 – 476 CHAPTERS – 7 SEASONS 
PARAGUAY 2011 -2016 -372 CHAPTERS – 6 SEASONS 
EL SALVADOR 2015 -2016  - 240 CHAPTERS – 4 SEASONS 
URUGUAY 2010 -2011 – 127 CHAPTERS – 2 SEASONS 
CHILE  2009 – 2013 -  MORE THAN 1000 CHAPTERS – MORE THAN 15 SEASONS 
 



The show seeks to find and reward the person who 
presents the most surprising, original and different act.  
 
The originality lies in how the game is played:  
 
The members of the jury bet to see the contestant 
tested before they have performed, so monetary 
amounts depend on the rarity or difficulty that the test 
involves. 
 
Each participant can earn up to US$10,000 
 

TALENT SHOW  

I BET ON YOU 

TRAILER 

ECUADOR 2014-2016   -49 CHAPTERS-  4 SEASONS 
BOLIVIA  2015 - 36 CHAPTERS-  3 SEASONS 
PERÚ 2015 -12 CHAPTERS – 1 SEASON 
CHILE  2012 -2014 – 36 CHAPTERS – 3 SEASONS 
 
  



Daily program aimed at discovering young talents in the 
field of singing and dancing.  
 
After each presentation the participants are subject to the 
evaluation of an expert jury and public voting at home.  
 
Every week a contestant in each discipline is eliminated 
until a grand finale in which you choose the best dancer 
and singer of each cycle or "generation" 
 

TALENT SHOW 

RED: FAME AGAINST 

TRAILER 

FAME 

PARAGUAY 2005-2008   -577 CHAPTERS-  5 SEASONS 
PERÚ  2015 - 57 CHAPTERS-  1 SEASONS 
MÉXICO 2006  - 85 CHAPTERS – 1 SEASON 
CHILE  2002 – 2008 MORE THAN 800 CHAPTERS  -10 SEASONS- 
 
  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/tuxzty0zcndgwu9/ROJO_DEMO_SUBT_1.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/tuxzty0zcndgwu9/ROJO_DEMO_SUBT_1.mp4?dl=0


JUGA2 

Game Show in which celebrities must compete to fulfill 
the dream of an anonymous  person or institution which 
really needs the help. 
 
Two teams made up of known faces from television that 
change every week,  are each led by a famous host 
through a series of tests and games.  
 
With a mix of skill and some cunning, teams earn money 
for their chosen charity. 
 

GAME SHOW 

TRAILER 

BOLIVIA  2013 -  2016 - 206 CHAPTERS-  5 SEASONS 
CHILE  2013 – 2015 36 CHAPTERS – 3 SEASONS 
  



PLATOON 

Reality show inspired in the life of a military platoon.  
 
Members of two mixed teams go through a series of 
entertaining but challenging physical tests, all trying to 
avoid expulsion. At the end of each week, they clash in a 
duel of nominees from each group to determine which 
group will exit the program.  
 
Two participants reach the end of the cycle and compete 
for the grand prize.  
 
During the development of the show, the audience gets 
to know a part of life, romances 

REALITY SHOW 

TRAILER 

CHILE  2007 – 2010  - 471 CHAPTERS – 4 SEASONS 
  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/n9lqi2vmwd5y0k6/PELOTON_DEMO_SUBT.mov?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/n9lqi2vmwd5y0k6/PELOTON_DEMO_SUBT.mov?dl=0


LA VEGA 

A docu-reality on the life of the NEETs ("Not in 
Education, Employment, or Training".) 
 
For a week, a young man or woman who neither studies 
nor works, gets a tough introduction to life in Santiago’s 
main fruit and vegetable market : La Vega. 
 
In each chapter the main character will work from 4am, 
undertaking all kinds of arduous tasks assigned by a 
charismatic boss. All under the gaze of the “victim’s” 
family who hope for a lifestyle change and improvement 
for their loved one. 
 

DOCU-REALITY 

TRAILER 

CHILE  2016 –  12 CHAPTERS – 1 SEASON 
  



MUSIC 

DOCUMENTARIES 
REPORTS 
DOCU-REALITY 



WHAT DO YOU DREAM 

WHAT DO YOU DREAM WITH? It is a documentary series 
showing the contrasts and diversity of Chile, through the lives 
of children from different parts of the country. 
 
The series has been nominated for an International Emmy Kids 
Awards 2014 in the Factual category, winner of the Prix 
Jeunesse International 2014 Special Prize Unesco. (Munich, 
Germany) 
Telas Award 2014 Best Children's Program  
(Sao Paulo, Brazil) 
Telas Award 2014 Best Children Address  
(Sao Paulo, Brazil)  
What I see 2014 Award, Best Children and Youth Program. 
(Santiago, Chile) 

DOCUMENTARIES 

TRAILER 

1 TEMPORADAS 
FORMATO _ 16 X 30” HD 
2014  

WITH? 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/gt4ub3xifmhs4hm/CON-QUE-SUENAS_SUBT_ING.mov?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/gt4ub3xifmhs4hm/CON-QUE-SUENAS_SUBT_ING.mov?dl=0


Documentaries that travel through the Chilean coast to show 
the seabed and the reality of people living in those locations, 
not only see riches, but to show life experiences and the 
problems and interests of people and businesses. 
 
The program seeks to break the ignorance of people about the 
Chilean sea, that blue frontier between us and all the 
unknown life on the seabed. At the same time the series 
opens your eyes to a whole new world, full of magic, with 
incredible life forms and shows the main threat of this 
underwater beauty. 

SUBMARINE DOCUMENTARIES 

BLUE FRONTIER 

TRAILER 

DOCUMENTARIES _ 8 X 45” 
2011   

https://www.dropbox.com/s/e5wlx0vt6u50la6/FRONTERA-AZUL_SUBT_ING.mov?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/e5wlx0vt6u50la6/FRONTERA-AZUL_SUBT_ING.mov?dl=0


Marcelo Alvarez crosses nook and cranny of Latin America 
looking for something different; stories of people, attractive 
places beyond the traditional tourist circuit, but without 
leaving the typical postcards of each country. It shows its 
people, their customs, their landscapes: 
 
Peru Ecuador, Argentina, Venezuela Puerto Rico, Colombia, 
Guatemala, Uruguay, Chile, Panama, Mexico, El Salvador, 
Paraguay, Honduras, Dominican Republic 

TOURISM REPORTS 

LOOKING FOR AMERICA 

TRAILER 

8 SEASONS 
HD  
2009-2015 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/6xfw62z864vr2n7/BUSCANDO-AMERICA_SUBT_ING.mov?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/6xfw62z864vr2n7/BUSCANDO-AMERICA_SUBT_ING.mov?dl=0


Journalist Constanza Patino travels the continent to get her fix 
of adrenaline that Latin America offers through adventure 
sports. Six countries, 19 destinations. More than 5,000 
kilometers by air, land and sea; in a beautiful journey through 
the extreme sports of Argentina, Costa Rica, Ecuador, 
Honduras, Nicaragua and Panama. 

LIFE STYLE –SPORTS - ADVENTURE 

EXPEDITION AMERICA 

TRAILER 

2 SEASONS 
 23 X 30”  
HD 
2015 



Stories, trips and extreme adventures starring the explorer 
Ricardo Astorga and a group of people who travel thousands 
of kilometers in search of unexplored places to challenge the 
weather, sailing waters, find unique animals and recover 
almost extinct traditions of Chilean ancestral cultures. 

ADVETURES – DOCU-REALITY 

THE ODYSSEY 

TRAILER 

3 SEASONS 
29 X 60” HD 
2013-2014  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/l9wpoj5o3q5fqye/LA-ODISEA-PATAGONIA_SUBT_ING.mov?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/l9wpoj5o3q5fqye/LA-ODISEA-PATAGONIA_SUBT_ING.mov?dl=0


In La Cisterna, a typical middle-class neighborhood, is the 
center where the story unfolds of 46 students at the beginning 
of their last year of high school.  
 
The Docu-reality shows who these young people face the 
important step between childhood and adulthood, how they 
emerge from their comfort zone, and how they face conflicts 
and the relationship with the parents in this process. 

DOCU-REALITY 

THE LAST YEAR OF 

TRAILER 

2 SEASONS 
FORMATO _ 28 X 60” 
HD 
2014-2015   

SCHOOL 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/1g0n3e5zgrxukao/4TO-MEDIO_SUBT_ING.mov?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/1g0n3e5zgrxukao/4TO-MEDIO_SUBT_ING.mov?dl=0


3 musicians or bands per program perform songs recorded 
live in a very special TV studio. 
 
They play an unexpected song / their own compositions/ a 
song with a guest or another band. 
 
The show features interviews with the artists, who comment 
on what they are doing and why they are doing it. In 
addition, each show features a presentation of an emerging 
band or artist. 
 
The show is broadcast before a live studio audience. 
Audience participation is important. Everybody sings songs 
that are already familiar to all 

LIVE MUSIC 

PURO CHILE 

TRAILER 

LIVE MUSIC _ 9 X 60”  
HD 
2016 



This documentary series covers the last 8 years of Pinochet, 
from his unprecedented detention in London to his death. Far 
from his supporters, distanced from the Army, harassed by 
multiple judicial investigations and the scandal of his million-
dollar secret accounts. The story is told by main protagonists 
of the story, who were the witnesses for the different events 
of those years. From former British Prime Minister Jack Straw 
or the judge, spanish Baltazar Garzón, to his personal 
bodyguards, family members, judges who investigated him 
and his employees. The work was carried out by a special 
team from the Reports from the National Television Press 
Department Of Chile, headed by journalist Mónica Pérez. 
Actually she is the host at TVN news, and was a correspondent 
for the same channel in Europe where completely covered 
Pinochet's detention in England And published a book on the 
case. 

DOCUMENTARY SERIES 

PINOCHET 

TRAILER 

DOCUMENTAL_ 4X 30” HD 
2016   



KIDS 



Iconic children's program, treats different themes and values 
concerning everyday, social and environmental reality of Chile 
and the world. 
The program focuses on the adventures of a news team of 
very little prestige, where something unexpected always 
happens.  
The reports are a mixture of the ridiculous and hilarious, with 
the educational . All leave a message, full of values.  
 
The newscast is led by Tulio Triiviño a puppet.  

KIDS SERIES 

31 MINUTES 

TRAILER 

1 SEASON HD 
3 SEASONS SD 
KIDS _ 69 X 31” 
2005-2014  
 
 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/shjkc527wgoeqg2/31-MINUTOS_SUBT_ING.mov?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/shjkc527wgoeqg2/31-MINUTOS_SUBT_ING.mov?dl=0


Digital animation series about the life of a girl of 11 years who 
through their tenderness and mood shows her struggle for 
integration into her reality 
 
2nd Place Winner "Prix Jeunesse" Iberoamerican 
  
Finalist "Prix Jeunesse" International. 

KIDS  

CLARITA 

TRAILER 

1 SEASON 
KIDS_ 22 X 21”  
2005-2006 
 
 


